Northern Pacific 40-Ton T-Section Andrews Trucks

A design that may be unique to the Northern Pacific Railway, these trucks date from 1912. They can be used under the following HO models:

14000-14499 box cars  (Sunshine Models #52.4, 52.5)
21500-23999 & 39500-40999 box cars  (Yarmouth Model Works #102)
83750-83999 stock cars  (Aaron Gjermundson/Northern Specific Models)
101100-101149 one and four dome tank cars  (W&R Enterprises)

They were also seen under some NP wood-sheathed refrigerator cars, and NP and SP&S m.o.w. equipment.

This info sheet is a product archive.

These special trucks are now available through the Northern Pacific Railway Historical Association Company Store.
http://store.nprha.org/

Made in the USA.
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